Map 1.4  Water Quality Areas - Estuaries of Heathcote and Avon Rivers/Ihutai, Heathcote and Avon Rivers Mouths
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Map 4.4 Prohibited Area for Vehicles: Brighton Beach to Spencer Park, Estuary of the Heathcote and Avon Rivers/Ihutai, Sumner Beach and Taylors Mistake Beach

- Prohibited Area for Vessels and Vehicles
- Prohibited Area for Vehicles

Note: The exact area of the CMA will change as the river mouths change position.
Map 7.14 Areas of Significant Natural Value
S5.5.15 - Estuary of the Heathcote and Avon Rivers/Ihutai

ASNV Areas

The exact area of the CMA will change as the river mouth changes position.